Validating the compressible multiphase solver FIRE® and
a comparison of off-the-shelf Rayleigh-Plesset based cavitation models

R-P cavitation models

Abstract
This poster presents a validation of the
compressibility capabilities of the FIRE® multiphase
solver and a comparison between four RayleighPlesset based cavitation models.
A liquid/gas shock tube is used as benchmark test
case for capturing the pressure waves.
The cavitation models formulations are first
presented analytically and then tested on a throttle
flow. The numerical simulation results are
compared with an experimental visualization.

Introduction
The nozzle flow plays a crucial role for the engine
performances and emissions. Today’s trend is to
increase the injection pressure to obtain a better
atomization and finer droplets for improved
combustion. This leads to very high velocities in the
nozzle. As direct consequence the Mach number
reaches values that makes compressibility not
negligible. Furthermore the pressure may locally
drop below the saturation value, causing cavitation.
Flowing to higher pressure regions, the vapor
bubbles collapse, thereby initiating shock waves
travelling in the liquid, that might cause surface
damages and erosion.
Considering these unique flow features, the
development of methodologies able to predict the
internal flow in fuel injectors has increased
significantly in recent years. Numerical methods
based on computational fluid dynamics have been
considerably improved in these directions [1].
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Local pressure values below the liquid
saturation pressure cause cavitation. This
phenomenon can be modeled considering
the single spherical bubble dynamic
equation, known as Rayleigh-Plesset
equation. Table 1 shows a summary of
some of these cavitation models available
in the literature. They approximate the
mass transfer rate between liquid and
vapor with the averaged bubble mass
change rate, multiplied by the number of
bubbles.
The FIRE linear [6], FIRE nonlinear [6], and
Schnerr and Sauer [7] models require a
relation between bubble number density,
N [1/m3], and vapor volume fraction,
αd [-], as presented in Fig. 3.
Singhal et al. model [8] is instead based
on the relative velocity between vapor
and liquid phases, approximated with the
turbulent kinetic energy.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the vapor cloud due to
cavitation in the throttle flow presented in [9]. Experimental
transmission images (up) are compared with numerical
iso-surface plots of the vapor volume faction at 0.5 [-] (low). The
channel dimensions are 0.3x0.295x1 [mm], and the driving
pressures are 300 [bar] inlet and 120 [bar] outlet. Numerical
simulations used the RANS k-ε-ζ-f turbulence model with a time
step of 1 10-7 [s] on a 300,000 cells mesh.
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Conclusions
• The pressure based FIRE® multiphase solver
performs well in presence of pressure waves,
travelling both in liquid and gas phases.
• The cavitation model originally available in the
solver FIRE® [6] is very similar to the one
developed by Schnerr and Sauer [7]. The
nonlinear treatment of the bubble radius
derivative provides more inertia to the single
bubble and to the whole vapor cloud,
accordingly.

Due to cavitation, fuel and vapor may coexist in the
injector nozzle. The solver capability to resolve
shocks and expansion waves in liquid-gas systems is
then crucial to compute a reasonable flow field.
A inexpensive but relevant test case to verify the
ability of a solver to resolve pressure waves, namely
shocks and expansion fans, is the 1D shock tube.
The problem is initialized as a pipe with a fluid at
high pressure on the left and one at low pressure
on the right, divided by a membrane [2].
Figure 1 shows the characteristic flow field
generated after the membrane is removed,
extensively described in [3].
The following test case is a liquid/gas shock tube
[4,5]. The initial conditions are:
• left:
liquid dodecane at 1,000 [bar]
• right: vapor dodecane at 1 [bar]

Figure 1. Flow configuration of a shock tube [3]
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Figure 4. Vapor cloud in a throttle flow with different R-P cavitation models

Liquid/gas shock tube

Results presented in Fig. 2 are in very good
agreement with the analytical Riemann solution.

Figure 3. Number density approximation

Future studies

Figure 2. Liquid gas shock tube results

Euler equations are solved on 10,000 cells. The
selected time step in 2 10-7 [s], corresponding to a
CFL number of 0.3 [-]. The solver is
Eulerian/Eulerian multi-phase pressure based, and
it uses the SIMPLE algorithm. Pressure and velocity
fields are shared between phases, while no mass
and heat transfers are included. The solution is
obtained proceeding in time with the 1st order
accuracy and the MINMOD scheme. The stiffened
gas equation of state is used for both phases [4,5].

• Use the compressible multiphase solver with a
cavitation model for the single bubble collapse
simulation.
• Apply the model to engineering relevant cases,
e.g. injector flow.
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